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Summary
Toovercome the challenges of energy consumption ofHPC systems, the EuropeanUnionHorizon
2020 READEX (Runtime Exploitation of Application Dynamism for Energy-efficient Exascale
computing) project uses an online auto-tuning approach to improve energy efficiency of
HPC applications. The READEX methodology pre-computes optimal system configurations at
design-time, such as the CPU frequency, for instances of program regions and switches at run-
time to the configuration given in the tuning model when the region is executed. READEX goes
beyond previous approaches by exploiting dynamic changes of a region's characteristics by lever-
aging region and characteristic specific system configurations. While the tool suite supports an
automatic approach, specifying domain knowledge such as the structure and characteristics of
the application and application tuning parameters can significantly help to create a more refined
tuningmodel. Thispaperpresents themeansavailable for anapplicationexpert toprovidedomain
knowledge and presents tuning results for some benchmarks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Energy efficiency and consumption have become the most important and challenging issues in current HPC systems and in designing future exas-
cale computing systems.1 To overcome these challenges, the European Union Horizon 2020 project READEX (Runtime Exploitation of Application
Dynamism for Energy-efficient Exascale computing) aims to deliver the first standalone auto-tuning framework that dynamically tunes large-scale
HPC applications.2 Unlike previous works focusing on static tuning,3 READEX applies a dynamic tuning approach by switching tuning parame-
ters during application execution. Optimized system configurations can thus be configured for dynamic variation in characteristics of the program's
execution, such as the compute intensity. Thus, the program's potential for energy reduction is significantly increased.
READEX leverages the hardware features for Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) of the Intel Haswell processor family that allows the
userspace governor to set the frequency for individual cores as opposed to full sockets as seen inprevious processor lines. In addition, the frequency
of the uncore chip area can be tuned in the Haswell processor independent of the core frequency.4 The frequencies can be controlled by setting
machine specific registers (MSRs).
The READEX methodology is a two-stage approach and consists of Design Time Analysis (DTA) and Runtime Application Tuning (RAT). DTA applies
an auto-tuning approach to compute best system configurations for instances of program regions, called runtime situations (rts′s). Different runtime
situations of a region are identified in the READEXmethodology by region identifiers, eg, the call path of the given instance. The found best system
configurations are written to the tuning model, which is then read during production runs for Runtime Application Tuning. During runtime tuning,
the best system configurations are dynamically switched for rts's. This switching occurs independently in individual application processes.
Before DTA, the application is first analyzed for its tuning potential (pre-analysis step), ie, the inherent dynamism in the execution characteristics
with the potential for energy reduction by dynamically switching system configurations at runtime.
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Pre-analysis first filters out regions with too short execution time to prevent excessive measurement overheads. Coarse granular regions
that constitute most of the execution time are selected for dynamic tuning and are identified as significant regions5 using a READEX tool called
readex-dyn-detect. readex-dyn-detect then computes the tuning potential of significant regions for dynamic tuning.
If significant tuningpotentialwas found in thepre-analysis step,DTAdetermines theapplication's tuningmodel.READEXtargetsapplications that
exhibit an iterative behavior in the formof amain progress loop,which is called a phase region, andwhose individual time steps are called phases. DTA
exploits this iterative structure in its auto-tuningapproach.Withina singleexecutionof theapplication, different systemconfigurationsareassessed
in different programphases. This results in best configurations for the rts's. Finally, the rts's are clustered according to their best configurations, and
the information is written to the tuningmodel file.
This tuning model file then guides the Runtime Application Tuning. At the start of a region, first, the rts are determined based on the observed
region identifiers, and the best configuration is taken from the tuning model. The current system configuration is then switched to the recom-
mended one.
The implementation of DTA is based on the Periscope Tuning Framework (PTF)6 and the Score-P7,8 monitoring system. Runtime Application
Tuning is implemented as an extension of Score-P called the READEX Runtime Library (RRL).
This paper presents new features of the READEX tool suite, enabling the application developer to specify domain knowledge that is used in DTA
and runtime tuning for additional application tuning. This domain knowledge covers additional identifiers for the application structure and charac-
teristics and application-level tuning parameters, such as the types of solvers, access strides, or number of subdomains for exploiting thedynamicity.
READEX uses the so-called identifiers to predict at runtime the characteristics of an upcoming rts. The READEX Domain Knowledge Specification
Interface supports region identifiers to distinguish rts's, phase identifiers to distinguish phase characteristics, and input identifiers to distinguish
executions with different application inputs. Without these identifiers, rts's of a significant region cannot be distinguished during runtime tuning,
and thus would end up with the same system configuration even if they have a different behavior. Hence, these identifiers will improve the tuning
model by distinguishing rts's and assigning them to different system configurations.
Section 2 first gives a general overview about the implementation of DTA and Section 3 outlines related work. Section 4 then presents the inte-
gration of the domain knowledge specification in the design-time workflow. It describes how domain knowledge, such as the program regions and
the phase region (Section 4.1.1), application characteristics (Section 4.2), and the ATP (Section 4.3) specifications can be added by the application
expert. Section5providesdetails on the implementationof the identifiers and theATPsandhowDTAuses thedomainknowledge togenerateamore
refined tuningmodel. The static and dynamic energy savings obtained after applying region identifiers for theMulti-Grid (MG) benchmark from the
NAS parallel benchmark suite9 are discussed in Section 6.1, followed by a description on the trend in the energy consumption for the multi-zone
version of the Block Tri-diagonal solver (BT) for different input sets in Section 6.2. An evaluation of the results obtained for the ESPRESO library10
using preconditioners, domain decomposition, and iterative solver switching as the Application Tuning Parameters is also presented in Section 6.3.
In the end, this paper will summarize the important results and draw the concluding remarks.
2 DESIGN-TIME ANALYSIS
DTA is implemented using the Periscope Tuning Framework (PTF) that was developed at the Technical University of Munich, Germany. PTF is a dis-
tributed frameworkconsistingof the frontend, the tuningplugins, theexperimentexecutionengine, andahierarchyofanalysisagents.6 PTFprovides
several tuning plugins for different tuning aspects, such as energy consumption and compiler flags. A tuning plugin determines a number of system
configurations based on expert knowledge and then assesses the configurations via experiments that measure the objective function.
A novel tuning plugin called the READEX Tuning Plugin was developed for PTF to perform DTA by running experiments that currently evaluate
three tuning parameters, ie, CPU frequency, uncore frequency, and the number of OpenMP threads within a single program run. Each experiment
is an execution of the phase region. First, the plugin reads the ranges (minimum, maximum, and the step size) of the tuning parameters, the search
algorithm, the objective to tune the application for, and the Application Tuning Parameters (ATPs). The plugin uses one of several predefined search
algorithms to walk the search space consisting of the cross-product of the tuning parameters and ATPs.
For each selected configuration, an experiment is executed in which the effect of the system configuration on the rts's of significant regions are
measured. The measurements for the phase as well as the objective values for the rts's are retrieved from Score-P and propagated to the tuning
plugin. The best systemconfiguration for the rts's of the significant regions is returned for the selected objective. The result of this search, including
the objective values, the execution time and the number of instances, as well as the best found configuration for each rts are then stored in an
RTS database.
Finally, a classifier groups the rts's with similar or identical best found configurations into scenarios using a similarity score that is computed by
aggregating the closeness of system configurations. The clustering limits the number of scenarios and thus reduces the associated runtime over-
head. A selector then chooses the best configuration for each scenario for the specified objective. The knowledge obtained during DTA, such as the
best-found system configurations for individual scenarios is encapsulated in a tuningmodel (TM).
For production runs, the tuning model is forwarded to the READEX Runtime Library (RRL), which performs runtime tuning by detecting the
scenarios and dynamically switching to the best configurations for upcoming rts's.
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3 RELATED WORK
Thereare limitednumbersof automatic tuning approaches and tools available for runtimeoptimizationsusingdomainknowledge.Here,wepresent
themost recent auto-tuning approaches used in research projects.
The AutoTune project6 developed a static tuning approach based on Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS), which involves increasing
or decreasing both the voltage and the frequency. During this project, a specialized tuning plugin was implemented using the energy consumption
as the tuning aspect. The plugin generates models using the performance data of a certain platform to predict the energy consumption, time, and
power at different CPU frequencies. The plugin uses the enopt library11 to configure the CPU frequency for different regions and to collect energy
measurements. The library updates a timer counter every 10 seconds to collect energy measurements. This is a static tuning approach where the
CPU frequency remain unchanged for a whole program region. In the READEX approach, both the CPU frequency and uncore frequency can be
configured dynamically for all the program regions.
The MATE12 framework implemented a tuning environment to tune applications dynamically during runtime. Here, the application monitoring
takes place aswell as detecting performance bottlenecks. Then, the application is adapted dynamically due to the behavior changeswithout recom-
piling or re-running. The tuning is driven by aspect-specific tuning components. For example, in master/worker type applications, the number of
workers is adapted to the number of tasks. However, the framework only limits the tuning approach toMPI processes. In contrast to READEX, the
MATE framework focuses on performance improvements. It is the responsibility of the expert to provide the aspect-specific tuning components.
READEX provides a general tuning strategy independent of the application structure.
Calore et al13 used a static Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) to tune modern processors, namely, an NVIDIA K80 Graphics Pro-
cessing Unit (GPU) and an Intel Haswell CPU. They target the energy costs of HPC applications by tuning CPU and GPU frequencies. In this work,
they focused on a hardware tuning approach. Although they considered a few software tools for energy optimization, they preferred to avoid the
software approach, and thus could not exploit, eg, application tuning parameters.
TheANTAREXproject14 uses a domain-specific language (DSL) for tuning applications targeting energy-efficiency onmulti-coreCPUs and accel-
erators. This DSL approach uses adaptive and auto-tuning strategies to enforce runtime application tuning. The DSL template interacts with the
runtime resource and power manager to configure software tuning parameters (such as application parameters, code transformations, and code
variants) for the application regions. The additional compilation step is required to translate from the DSL template into the target language.
This DSL approach is imposed only on ARM-based multi-cores and GPGPUs, while the READEX tuning approach targets different HPC platforms.
Furthermore, READEX targets standard HPC applications, while ANTAREX requires applications to be programmed in the DSL.
The use of domain knowledge in the READEX methodology for energy efficiency significantly extends our current dynamic tuning approach.
None of the aforementionedworks have yet explored this aspect to the best of our knowledge.
4 DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE SPECIFICATION
The READEX programming paradigm developed the Domain-level Knowledge Specification Interface in order to enhance the tuning process. This is
done by enabling the application expert to provide user-level specifications to expose domain-level knowledge, such as information characterizing
application dynamism and the parameters to be used for tuning. The specification allows the identification of new system scenarios, and covers the
following aspects of domain knowledge:
1. Specification of application structure (Section 4.1),
2. Specification of application characteristics (Section 4.2), and
3. Specification of application tuning parameters (Section 4.3).
The three aspects of the domain knowledge specification are integrated at different stages of the DTA workflow, as shown in Figure 1. As the
first step, the application expert specifies the application structure, which includes the phase region and additional program regions that should
be considered for tuning. Then, the application dynamism is detected with the help of a tool called readex-dyn-detect. Based on the result
of the dynamism detection, READEX tuning is either stopped in case of no available dynamism, or the application expert may identify application
characteristics to support DTA in case there is enough dynamism. These characteristics are marked by identifiers, such as region identifiers, phase
identifiers, and input identifiers. The identifiers will allowDTA to generate amore sophisticated application tuningmodel by using a specific setting
of the tuning parameters for certain application characteristics.While the region and phase identifiers are specified in the source code via Score-P
macros, input identifiers are added in files accompanying the original input file.
Finally, theApplicationTuningParameters (ATPs) are specified in the application source files via Score-Pmacros calls to theATP library.When the
application is executed, the ATPs arewritten to the ATP description file and are then read by PTF at the start of the analysis. Separate tuningmodel
files are generated for each input specification, which are then merged into the final application tuning model. DTA terminates after processing all
the inputs. The generatedmerged tuningmodel is then read during the runtime tuning stage.
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FIGURE 1 Specification of the aspects of domain knowledge at different stages of the DTAworkflow
4.1 Specification of application structure
4.1.1 Region and phase specification
TheREADEXapproach isbasedontuningprogramregions.Thedecompositionof theprogram intoprogramregions is typicallydefinedby thesyntax
of the programming language. Common types of regions are subroutines, loops, and structured blocks. Besides standard regions, the application
expert might be able to identify additional regions that are not represented as a standard region but may have interesting characteristics or tuning
potential. Typical use-cases for user regions are as follows.
• User regions can combine several calls to different functions, which belong together and are too fine granular for switching the configuration
individually.
• They can identify certain parts of an algorithm that would otherwise not be a target of tuning because this part is not represented by a standard
region type of the programming language.
• If instrumentation is too fine granular and leads to a lot of overhead, automatic instrumentation can be switched off and significant regions can
bemanually instrumented.
TheREADEX tuning approach targets applications that have a central progress loop, called a phase region that iteratively performs some compu-
tation.Thephaseregion isaprogramregionthatdefines thephasesofexecution.Althoughthis loopcanbe implementedbyastandard loopconstruct
of the programming language, automatic detection of the phase region is difficult. Score-P7 offers an online access phase region to enable external
tools to configure Score-P dynamicallywhen a phase is started. This configurationmechanism is used inDTA to perform experiments for evaluating
different system configurations. Both the start and the end of the phase region entail a barrier synchronization of all participating processes when
an online tool like PTF is connected to Score-P.
The phase region and user regions are defined in READEX using Score-P macros. These macros can enclose arbitrary code and are
instrumented automatically. As a result, the annotated regions can be handled by the READEX tool suite like any other program region.
First, the region handles are defined with the macro SCOREP_USER_REGION_DEFINE. Then, the start and end of the user region are
marked with the macros SCOREP_USER_REGION_BEGIN and SCOREP_USER_REGION_END, while the phase region is enclosed in the macros
SCOREP_USER_OA_PHASE_BEGIN and SCOREP_USER_OA_PHASE_END.
Use-Case
Ause-case for the phase region and a user region specification for theMG (MultiGrid) benchmark from theNASparallel benchmark suite9 is shown
in Listing 1.MGuses a V-cycle to solve a discrete Poisson equation on a 3D grid. It is based on a hierarchy of grid levels, where themaximum level is
the finest grid with the highest resolution. After computing an initial residual, the iteration loop ofMG executes an entire V-cycle starting from the
highest grid level. First, the result on the current grid level k is projected to the next coarser grid level k − 1. When the coarsest grid is reached, an
approximate solution is computed. The result is then interpolated from the coarser to the finer grid,where the residual is calculated and a smoother
is applied to correct the result. Finally, the result is then propagated to the finest grid.
Several V-cycles are executed to solve the equation. The body of the iteration loop of MG is marked as the phase region, as shown in lines 6
and 10 of Listing 1, and thus can be used to, eg, assess different candidate configurations during DTA. A user region is defined for the subroutine
interpolate, as shown in lines 38 and 43 of Listing 1.
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LISTING 1 Phase region, user region, and region identifier specifications for theMG benchmark
4.2 Specification of application characteristics
4.2.1 Region identifier specification
Region identifiers, which may be specified by the application expert, along with the region name and the call path, can be used to dis-
tinguish runtime situations with different characteristics. Without these identifiers to help the DTA identify and distinguish runtime sit-
uations, the tuning model cannot specify different configurations. Region identifiers are specified as Score-P user parameters and can
be of type integer or string. They are defined using the Score-P macros SCOREP_USER_PARAMETER_INT64(handle,name,value) and
SCOREP_USER_PARAMETER_STRING(handle,name,value), respectively. The parameters determine region identifiers for a program region.
In FORTRAN, first, a handle for each parameter has to be declaredwith a SCOREP_USER_PARAMETER_DEFINEmacro. Then, the handle is used to
associate a name and a value with the parameter.
Use-Case
InListing1, the sizeof thegridprocessed in thecall tointerpolate(…, k) in theMGbenchmarkgetshigherwhengoing fromtheminimumgrid
level to the maximum. At a certain grid level, the computation switches from being compute bound to memory bound. To enable DTA to determine
special systemconfigurations for compute andmemorybound runtime situations, the application expert can adda region identifier for the grid level
inside the interpolate region. First, the identifier is defined in line 39 of Listing 1, and then associated with the value of the grid level, as shown
in line 41.
4.2.2 Phase identifier specification
Phase identifiers identify phases with different characteristics or behavior and can be used in the tuning model to distinguish rts's based on the
variation in the behavior of the phase. Phases that have similar characteristics can be grouped together into a cluster using phase identifiers, such
as the degree of sparsity of the matrix or the arithmetic intensity of the phase region, thus enabling the prediction or selection of different best
configurations for different phase clusters. Moreover, different configurations can be set for rts's in different phase clusters.
Phase identifiers are provided in the same way as region identifiers (Section 4.2.1) via Score-P user parameters that are attached to the phase
region. Phase identifiers should be chosen carefully as theyhave ahigh impact in selecting thebest configuration for thephases in a cluster. Typically,
these should be provided by the application expert who knows how the application behaves when certain aspects in the code aremodified.
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FIGURE 2 Variation of the compute intensity ( Total Instructions Retired
L3 Cache Misses
) to the phase number of the time loop in INDEED
Use-Case
DTAwas applied to the INDEED code after the addition of the phase and region identifiers. INDEED15 is a sheetmetal forming simulation software
with an implicit time integration. It uses an adaptivemesh refinement, and the number of finite element nodes that it uses increaseswith every time
step, resulting in an increasing computational cost.
The time loop of INDEED computes the solution to a system of equations until equilibrium is reached for every change in the number of contact
points betweeneach tool and theworkpiece. The time loop thus varies in its behavior andwas annotated as the phase region. Figure 2 indicates that
the compute intensity, which is derived by Total Instructions Retired
L3 Cache Misses
varies with the phase number. Hence, the application is dynamic, and the dynamism
arises due to increasingly refined regions of the workpiecemaking contact with the tool as the iterations progress.
Phase identifiers such as the Compute Intensity and the Conditional Branch Instructions enable DTA to cluster phases that have a similar behavior
into a group. Hence, phases that have a higher compute intensity depicted by the spikes in Figure 2 may be grouped into one cluster. DTAmay now
use the phase identifiers to select a different best configuration for each cluster for the specified objective.
4.2.3 Input identifier specification
The READEX approach characterizes variations in application executions for different input sets via input identifiers provided by the application
expert. As a result, DTAwill be able to identify more rts's with different characteristics, which will eventually improve the tuningmodel. Input iden-
tifiers may be simple, such as the grid size of the application domain and the number of processors, or complex, like the number of contact points in
metal forming simulations like INDEED.
The Domain Knowledge Specification Interface allows to provide input identifiers in an accompanying input specification file in the form of
key-value pairs, as shown in lines 2 and 3 of Listing 2. The input identifier specification files are interpreted by both PTF during DTA and the RRL
during runtime tuning. PTF reads the files via the command line option and RRL interprets them via an environment variable.
In theMGbenchmark, while the grid level switches from a coarser grid to the next finer grid, the compute intensity characteristicsmight change,
eg, from memory bound to compute bound. On which grid level this switch happens, depends, eg, on the grid size given in the input file. Thus, the
region identifier for the grid level k (Section 4.2.1) for the rts's of the regions is not sufficient to improve the tuning model for different input sizes.
As the optimal configuration is dependent on the size of the finest grid, this grid size has to be taken into account when selecting the configuration
for a certain grid level at runtime. In addition to the size of the finest grid, the number of processes is also important. Themore processes are used,
the better the data distributes over the caches and the earlier; in terms of grid level, the application switches betweenmemory and compute bound.
The numbers of processes and threads are considered as standard input identifiers and need not be given in the specification file.
LISTING 2 Input identifier specification file IID_SPEC
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4.3 Application Tuning Parameters
In addition to hardware and system tuning parameters, READEXalso targets application level parameters, ie, parts of the code itself, which could be
usedas tuningparameters. Thesimplest exampleof this is thecasewheredifferent implementationsof the samealgorithmareavailable, eachhaving
its own impact on performance and energy. Some examples of application tuning parameters include, ie, choosing between different decomposition
algorithms, preconditioners, or also blocking factors. The aim of using Application Tuning Parameters (ATPs) is to exploit the possibility to switch
between thedifferent implementationsor, in amoregeneral sense, thepossibility forREADEXtochoosebetweencode level alternatives at runtime.
In order to optimize energy efficiency by choosing the best settings for ATPs, the application developer needs to pass the knowledge on to the
tuning system. READEX provides an annotation API, ie, the source code is annotated at specific locations to provide the tuning system with the
necessary details on the tuning parameters.
TheATPcomponentensures support forATPhandling in theREADEXtool suite. Theoverall processbywhichATPsarehandled canbe summarized
by the following steps.
1. Annotation and instrumentation: The annotation step is primarily done by the application developer. It consists of exposing control variables,
which drive the switching between different possible alternatives by marking them with API functions as ATPs. The marking allows to provide
additional details, such as the range of values to the tuning system at runtime. All API functions are implemented in the ATP library.
2. Design-Time Analysis: During the first phase of the application in DTA, the ATP library generates the information about ATPs into file, and the
ATP component provides valid settings for the ATPs to the READEX tuning plugin in PTF. During an experiment, the ATP library will retrieve a
specified setting and assign the value to the control variable or assign the default value that is to be givenwith the ATP specification.
3. Runtime Application Tuning: In a production run, the behavior of the ATP library changes. The annotation part (API parts involved in parameter
detail gathering) is shutdown, thus leaving only the part related to value assignment active. Hence, theATP component receives the values from
the RRL and assigns them to the control variables.
4.3.1 ATP declaration and retrieval
The control variables used for ATPs can be of simple data types, such as integers, booleans or floats, as well as complex types such as arrays or
structures. The current version of the READEX tool suite is set to handle integer data types, as exploring integer ranges and solving constraints
between them requires a relatively reasonable amount of compute power compared to floats and complex structures. Hence, in the cases where a
tuning parameter is a complex structure, the user may, when possible, simplify it bymapping its possible values to integer variables.
Listing 3 presents the relevant API functions in the ATP library. The first set allows to declare ATPs and their properties to the READEX tuning
system. For this task, two API functionsmust be used jointly. The first, ATP_PARAM_DECLARE(), is used to declare the parameter name, type, default
value, and the domain (line 1). The second, ATP_PARAM_ADD_VALUES() (line 2), allows to supply the possible values the parameter can take. If the
ATPwas declared of type RANGE, this functionwill provide an array of three values (minimum value, maximum value, and an increment); otherwise
for type ENUMERATION, it provides an array of all the possible values the parameter may take. Both functions are only active during the first phase
of the application in DTA to gather parameter details.
During the experiments in DTA and during runtime tuning, ATP values have to be assigned to the corresponding control variable. The
ATP_PARAM_GET() function (line 3) makes themapping between the declared ATP and the corresponding control variable.
4.3.2 Domains
Anapplication source codemay contain severalATPs. Ideally, thesewouldbe independent fromeachother, enabling independent tuning. In practice,
this is not always the case; the values of a parameter may depend on those of another one, and hence, this would translate into the notion of con-
straints betweenparameters. Therefore, the application developermay indicate toREADEX that a number of parameters have constraints between
them by putting them in the same domain.
In the API, domain declaration is included within the parameter declaration call, where both parameter name and domain name need to be
supplied. In addition, if no domain name is supplied, the parameter is assigned to the default domain.
LISTING 3 ATP library API functions
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FIGURE 3 Example showing the dependence of the number of mesh points on the solver to be used
LISTING 4 ATP constraint and exploration declaration with the ATP library
4.3.3 Constraints
In the case where two or more ATPs have constraints between them, it is necessary to express the constraints to READEX, as this would allow to
generate only valid values for the tuple of parameters. In order to take dependences between ATPs into account, the ATP description formalism
allows these dependences to be expressed mathematically in the form of logical constraints. An example of such constraints is shown in Figure 3.
Here, the ATPs solver and mesh are tied by the constraints 1, 2, and 3. The logical expression that can be derived from it and which READEX
understands is
(solver = 1 && 0 <= mesh <= 40) || (solver = 2 && 40 <= mesh <= 80) || (solver > 2 && mesh = 120).
Constraint declaration goes through a single API function call, as illustrated in line 6 of Listing 3, where the constraint is given in the form of a
logical expression. Line 29 in Listing 4 illustrates the declaration of a constraint between the ATPs solver and mesh.
In order toavoid increasedcomplexity in constraint solving,READEXaccepts affine functionbasedconstraintsonly. Theseare sufficient tohandle
awide range of constraints. Therefore, in addition to logical operators, addition, subtraction,multiplication, and division are accepted to form affine
functions.
4.3.4 Exploration
The ATP library API provides a function call for the application developer to give hints to the READEX tuning system about what search algorithm
to use in the DTA, eg, exhaustive, individual, random, or genetic. The goal being to let the developer add knowledge about the search space. The
call allows to give an ordered list of exploration heuristics to DTA. It should be noted that the hints are tied to a domain, which means that all the
parameters included in the domain would be subject to the same hints. Line 7 of Listing 3 shows the prototype of the exploration API call.
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FIGURE 4 An overview of the interaction between the domain knowledge components with other READEX components during DTA and Runtime
Application Tuning. The application component occurs twice since it is run during both DTA and runtime tuning but has different interactions
during the two runs
Use-Case
Listing 4 illustrates how the ATP library API functions can be used to declare control variables from the code as application tuning parameters. It
also shows how constraints between these variables can be declared.
Lines 4 to 7 and 25 to 29 in Listing 4 provide examples of ATP declaration and value retrieval where the ATP mesh is declared and tied to the
control variable atp_cv. The same is done for the ATP solverwith the control variable atp_ms.
5 IMPLEMENTATION
First, the domain knowledge specification is added to the application to specify the phase region, as shown in Figure 1. Pre-analysis steps are then
performed by readex-dyn-detect, which returns the significant regions and computes the tuning potential at the end of the dynamism analy-
sis step. readex-dyn-detect stores the dynamism information for each significant region along with tags to specify the objectives, the tuning
parameters, and the search algorithm in a READEX configuration file.
Figure4givesanoverviewof the interactionof thecomponentsof theREADEXmethodologywith thedomainknowledgeduringDTAandruntime
tuning. The components are described as follows.
Score-P After the pre-analysis steps, the significant regions are annotated using Score-P macros (Section 4.1.1), and if
needed, region identifiersarespecified (Section4.2.1). Score-Pprovidesameasurement infrastructure forpro-
filing, event trace recording, and online analysis of HPC applications. The Periscope Tuning Framework (PTF)
thenexecutesonephaseof theapplicationand requests for objective valueswith thedefault settingof the tun-
ing parameters. The measurements for each rts are returned to the PTF analysis agents from Score-P via the
Online-Access Interface. The Online Access Interface allows online tools like PTF to connect to the Score-P
monitoring infrastructure linked to the application processes, when the phase region is touched the first time.
The important program regions are then stored in PTF.
ATP Library The ATP library provides an annotation API to the application expert. The API allows to mark specific chosen
control variables in the source code as application parameters. It also provides the instrumentation interface,
which allows to assign the parameter values generated byPTF and prepared by the runtime library to the right
control variable. At the end of the first phase of the application execution, the ATP library generates the ATP
description file in the JSON format, which consists of details about the declared application parameters.
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ATP Server In contrast to theATP library, which is tied to the application itself, the ATP server is launched by PTF and reads
the contents of the ATP description file. The primary task of the ATP server is to respond to PTF requests
on ATPs. Some requests are simple, such as querying the list of ATP parameters, and the server can get the
information by looking in the content of the ATP description file. Other requests are more complex, such as
the generation of a list of valid points for the parameters, which require the resolution of the constraints held
between parameters. These require the server to query a third party constraint solver software called the
Omega Calculator.16
Omega Calculator The Omega Calculator is an affine functions constraint solver and generates the valid values for each ATP
for the recorded constraints by filtering the tuning parameter values that do not satisfy the constraints. The
Omega Calculator software is composed of a libraryOmega Library, which constitutes the core of the solver as
well as a text interpreter to query the library. The software is registered under the BSD license, and the source
code can be downloaded freely from Github.17 One big advantage of using the Omega Calculator is the small
computational time needed to solve the affine function based constraints, which makes it fit for use to solve
the constraints at runtime.
READEX Tuning Plugin PTF performs DTA by executing the READEX tuning plugin, which reads from the READEX configuration file
the objective(s) (Energy, CPUEnergy, ExecutionTime, or Total Cost ofOwnership), the tuning parameters (CPU
frequency, uncore frequency and the number of OpenMP threads), the search strategy (exhaustive, random,
individual, or genetic), and the significant regions. It also reads the input identifiers fromthe input specification
file and the ATPs from the generated ATP description file. The READEX tuning plugin starts the ATP Server and
sends a getatpspecs request for the ATP specification details of the application. The ATP Server responds with
the number of application tuning parameters and the details of each parameter.
The plugin then generates the search space from the tuning parameters and the ATPs and selects a system
configuration to explore. For each configuration, the plugin executes an experiment,which is an iteration of the
phase region, and measures the objective values for the valid rts's of the significant regions. Each experiment
first configures Score-P with the tuning parameter values for the phase region and the measurements for the
specified objectives for the rts's.
After the execution of the phase, Score-P returns the measurements for the rts's, and Partial Calling Context
Trees (CCT) * are generated at each analysis agents for the MPI processes controlled by it. The partial trees
are then gathered to create the complete tree in the PTF frontend. The phase region represents the root node
of the CCT, and its children represent call sites of the significant regions. Each child node can be viewed as an
rts, ie, invocation of a significant region. If the region identifier is specified, an rts can be identified by its region
name, the call path, and the region identifier. In Listing 1, a separate node representing an rts ofinterpolate
is created foreachgrid level.Hence, therts'sofinterpolatecannowbedistinguished inPTFvia thecallpath,
which includes the region identifiers (represented as parameter_name=value). If no region identifier is given,
these rts's would bemerged into a single node in the tree andwould be indistinguishable for each grid level.
Themeasurements for thephase and theobjective values for the rts's are thenpropagated to the tuningplugin.
For the Energy objective, the plugin computes the consumed energy per experiment by aggregating the values
returned by the designated processes of all the nodes for anMPI application. Since energy is a globalmetric of
a node, only a designated single process in each node returns this value to Score-P. The plugin then outputs the
best configuration for both the phase and the valid rts's. The plugin also performs additional experiments for
verifying the savings incurred. The static saving for the phase is computed as the improvement in the energy
consumption for the best setting of the tuning parameters over the energy consumed for the default setting
of the tuning parameters. The static energy saving for the rts's is the improvement in the energy consumed by
the rts's for the best static configuration for the phase over the energy consumed for the default configuration.
The dynamic savings are computed as the improvement in the energy consumption for the best configuration
for the rts's over the energy consumption for the best static configuration.
RTSDatabase The information about each rts, including its call path, region identifiers, default objective values, and the best
and the worst setting of the tuning parameters for the READEX tuning plugin is stored in the RTS database.
TuningModel Generation Finally, a tuningmodel is generated from the knowledge stored in the RTS database. The tuningmodel genera-
tion clusters the rts's into scenarios using a classifier. The classifier maps each valid rts onto a unique scenario
based on the best configuration. The rts's may also be clustered based on similar best configurations using a
similarity score that determines if theobjective values are close to eachother. Thus, insteadof treating the two
*A context sensitive version of a call graph.
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rts's as different scenarios, they can bemerged into one scenario to reduce the overhead of scenario detection
and switching at runtime. For each scenario, a selector is generated that returns the best configuration for that
scenario with respect to the chosen objective. The tuningmodel encapsulates this knowledge as a JSON file.
TuningModelMerger For each input identifier specified in the input specification file, a separate tuning model is generated at the
end of DTA for the application. The Tuning Model Merger then merges all the tuning models into one merged
application tuningmodel file, which is then read at runtime to perform dynamic switching.
READEXRuntime Library (RRL) TheREADEXRuntime Library (RRL) is used during both design-time and runtime.While RRL only switches the
tuning parameter settings at design-time, it uses the ATP library and the merged application tuning model to
look up the best configuration upon encountering a valid rts for each input identifier and ATP during produc-
tion runs. If there is significant expected saving in the energy consumption over the switching overhead for an
rts, the configuration is switched. RRL employs separate parameter control plugins for each tuning parameter
to perform configuration switching.18 RRL may also perform calibration by using different machine learning
techniques to predict the optimal configuration if it encounters rts's that were not seen at design-time.
6 EVALUATION
The evaluation of DTA using domain knowledge was performed on three applications: Multi-Grid (MG),9 Block Tri-diagonal solver (BT-MZ),9
and ESPRESO.10,19,20 MG and BT-MZ, which are from the NAS Parallel Benchmarks suite, are derived from computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
applications.21 MGuses aV-cycle to solve a discrete Poisson equation on a sequence ofmeshes, with long and short distance communication, while
switching between compute bound and memory bound at a specific grid level. The multi-zone version of BT uses uneven-size zones within one
problemclass andan increasednumberof zoneswith abigger problemsize. TheESPRESO library is a combinationof Finite Element (FEM) tools and
a domain decomposition-based Finite Element Tearing and Interconnect (FETI) solver. The FETI solver itself contains several variations of iterative
solvers for which convergence can be improved by several preconditioners. The computational complexity of different preconditioners vary from
basic vector scaling (weight function) to sparse-matrix vector multiplication with different number of non-zeros (lumped, light-Dirichlet) to dense
matrix-vector multiplication (Dirichlet).
Experiments were conducted on the Taurus HPC system at the ZIH in Dresden. Each node on Taurus contains two 12-core Intel Xeon CPUs
E5-2680 v3 (Intel Haswell family) runningwith a default CPU frequency of 2.50GHz. Energymeasurements are provided on the Taurus supercom-
puter via the HDEEMmeasurement hardware,22 which allows processor as well as blade energymeasurements.
First, too fine granular regions were filtered using a Score-P filter file, which contains all the regions that have to be eliminated from instrumen-
tation. Then, readex-dyn-detect was run on the three applications separately, and significant regions for each application were output into a
READEXconfiguration file. The phase region and the significant regionswere annotated using Score-Pmacros (Section 4.1.1). The Energy objective
was specified for all three applications.
The domain knowledge specification forMGwas the grid level k, which was specified as the region identifier for the interpolate subroutine.
ForBT-MZ, twoproblemclasses (BandC)were specifiedas the input identifiers. ForESPRESO, application tuningparameters, suchasprecondition-
ers, iterative solvermethods, and domain decompositionswere specified. DTAwas performed for each application using theREADEX tuning plugin,
and the savings for the specified objectivewere computed. Finally, tuningmodelswere generated forMGandESPRESO,while amerged application
tuningmodel was generated for BT-MZ.
6.1 Region identifiers
Table 1 presents the results obtained from readex-dyn-detect and DTA for the MG benchmark after specifying the grid level as a region identifier.
MGwas executed for Class Cwith grid size 512×512x512 using 4MPI processes and 1OpenMP thread on a single node of the TaurusHPC system.
After applying readex-dyn-detect, the significant regions that were obtained are rprj3, interp, psinv, and resid. The valid rts's for each
significant regionofMGarepresented inTable1. TheREADEXtuningplugin executeda total of 70experiments using theexhaustive search strategy.
The best CPU frequency and uncore frequency setting for each valid rts of a significant region are shown in columns 5 and 6, respectively, along
with the total energy consumed, as shown in column 3 and the execution time in column 4. As it can be seen, the best setting for the phase is not
necessarily the best setting for all the rts's, and the best configuration varies for the rts's of interp. The static energy saving for the rts's amounts
to 6.9% for all the significant regions and 4.5% for the phase region as compared to the default energy values. The improvement obtained using the
READEX tuning for the rts's using domain knowledgewas 2.2%.
Although there are both static and dynamic savings forMG, there is a trade-off between the energy consumption and the execution time.
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TABLE 1 Best configurations for valid runtime situations of significant regions ofMGwith grid level as a region
identifier
Tuning Parameters
Region Valid Rts's Energy, J Time, s CPU_FREQ, GHz UNCORE_FREQ, GHz
PhaseRegion /PhaseRegion 913.3 8.385 1.6 1.2
rprj3 /PhaseRegion/mg3P/rprj3 99.35 1.85 1.4 2.8
interp /PhaseRegion/mg3P/interp/level=2 11.76 0.111 1.2 2.8
/PhaseRegion/mg3P/interp/level=3 11.78 0.111 1.2 2.2
/PhaseRegion/mg3P/interp/level=4 11.77 0.112 1.2 1.6
/PhaseRegion/mg3P/interp/level=5 11.84 0.111 1.2 3.0
/PhaseRegion/mg3P/interp/level=6 11.89 0.112 1.2 1.6
/PhaseRegion/mg3P/interp/level=7 12.83 0.121 1.2 3.0
/PhaseRegion/mg3P/interp/level=8 27.56 0.224 2.4 1.2
psinv /PhaseRegion/mg3P/psinv 132.1 2.05 2.2 1.4
resid /PhaseRegion/mg3P/resid 126.45 3.48 2.0 1.8
/PhaseRegion/resid 38.35 0.548 2.4 2.6
6.2 Input identifiers
DTA was performed on BT-MZ with two problem classes, ie, B (64 zones) and C (256 zones), where each zone is assigned to a process for parallel
execution. The two classes eventually are defined by zones, which have an uneven distribution of the workload across the X, Y, and Z dimensions.
The READEX tuning plugin performed two different DTA runs for two input identifier files containing the specifications for Class B and Class C.
The READEX plugin executed 38 experiments with 8MPI processes and 1OpenMP thread on one node of the Taurus HPC system. Figures 5 and
6 show the trend in the energy consumption for 64 and 256 zones, respectively. The energy consumption in each of the graphs is presented for
different settingsof theCPUfrequencyanduncore frequency.As seen, forClassB, the trend inenergyconsumption slowly increases froma lower to
a higher CPU frequency setting, while the energy consumption follows quite an irregular trend for Class C. This indicates that thework distribution
of zones across processes is not the same. Thus, the best configuration for Class B is {CPU_Freq=1.2, Uncore_Freq=1.0} and Class C is {CPU_Freq=1.3,
Uncore_Freq=2.0}.
Thus, an input identifier for the class size allows to distinguish the two situations inwhich different best configurations are obtained. This knowl-
edge helps in the generation of a better tuning model by including information about the input identifier and thus returning the correct best
configuration at runtime.
FIGURE 5 Energy consumption of BT-MZ for Class B for different CPU frequency and uncore frequency settings during DTA
FIGURE 6 Energy consumption of BT-MZ for Class C for different CPU frequency and uncore frequency settings during DTA
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6.3 Application Tuning Parameters
This section demonstrates the tuning potential and a comparison of the energy consumption obtained after using ATPs for ESPRESO.
Usingasimplifiedapproximation,wecanstate that, fromthepreconditioners listed inSection6, themorecomputationallydemanding theprecon-
ditioner is, themorenumerically efficient it is, ie, themore it reduces thenumberof iterations to solve theproblem. InESPRESO,we candynamically
switch between anyof these during the runtime. If a preconditioner is not used, one iteration contains an action of a FETI operator (cost is 30.9 J and
0.12 s) and an application of a projector (cost is 0.7 J and 0.005 s). If a preconditioner is used, each iteration contains onemore projector application
in addition to the preconditioner action.
We evaluated a projected conjugate gradient (PCG) solver with the preconditioners on a structural mechanics (linear elasticity) problem with
2.3 million unknowns on a single compute node using 24 MPI processes. The results in Table 2 show that the solution can be reached in 5.46 s
when using Light Dirichlet preconditioner, despite the fact that it needs more iterations than the Dirichlet preconditioner. The Light Dirichlet
preconditioner saved 15.9 s and 4091.5 J in comparison to solving the problemwithout any preconditioner.
ESPRESO can switch during the runtime not only the preconditioners but also the iterative solver methods. The default Projected CG (PCG)
solver can be replaced by a pipelined version (PIPEPCG), a fully orthogonal (ORTH_PCG) version, or a fully orthogonal version with restarts
(ORTH_PCG_CP) of the Conjugate Gradient (CG) algorithm. Other available solvers use a biconjugate gradient stabilized method (BiCGSTAB) or
generalizedminimal residual method (GMRES) are used for non-symmetric linear systems.
We evaluated the different linear solvers on a heat transfer problem with 14.2 million unknowns. The tests ran on a single node with two MPI
processes, each with 12 OpenMP threads per process. This maps to the dual socket node architecture where each CPU has 12 cores. The results
are presented in Table 3. The ORTH_PCG_CP solver was able to solve the problem in 66.1 seconds instead of 94 seconds (default PCG solver) and
save 25.8% (6700 J) of the overall energy.
The same problem with 14.2 million unknowns was also evaluated for different domain decompositions. ESPRESO uses METIS library23 for
problempartitioning. Theoverall problemwasdecomposed into24 ∗ 2n domains forn in 0..6, as shown in theTable4.With risingnumberof domains
(and decreasing domain size accordingly), the consumed energy and time dropped down, until 192 elements per domainwas reached. At this point,
the runtime was shorter by about 16%, and the consumed energy decreased by about 22.7% (5844.9 J saved). If smaller domains were used, both
runtime and energy consumption grew rapidly.
Runtime switching can be connected with extra expenses. Almost no overhead is associated with switching the preconditioners and iterative
solvers. On the other hand, switching the decomposition size requires expensive preprocessing and therefore, it is mostly suitable for static tuning
or transient problemswith a high number of time steps.
The presented results show good trends and savings but are not generally applicable to every problem that can be solved by ESPRESO. Different
physics, different problem sizes, and material properties will affect the savings that can be achieved. For instance, the domain decomposition will
play amore significant role for larger problems.
TABLE 2 Comparison of the ESPRESO preconditioners with respect to energy
consumption and runtime. The table contains (i) single iteration evaluation
including baseline (FETI operator and 2x projector) + resources spent by the
preconditioner and (ii) overall FETI solver evaluation considering the different
number of solver iterations
Preconditioner # iterations 1 iteration Solution
none 172 125ms 31.6 J 21.36 s 5501.31 J
Weight function 100 130+2ms 32.3+0.53 J 12.89 s 3284.07 J
Lumped 45 130+10ms 32.3+3.86 J 6.32 s 1636.11 J
Light Dirichlet 39 130+10ms 32.3+3.74 J 5.46 s 1409.82 J
Dirichlet 30 130+80ms 32.3+20.62 J 6.34 s 1594.50 J
TABLE 3 Comparison of the ESPRESO solvers with respect to energy consumption and time
PCG BiCGSTAB GMRES ORTH_PCG ORTH_PCG_CP PIPEPCG
Energy [J] 26070.0 26585.8 26239.0 26056.5 19341.2 26256.5
Time [s] 94.00 98.38 94.49 93.88 66.07 94.49
TABLE 4 Comparison of energy and time consumed to reach the problem solution if the problem
was split into different number of domains
24 48 96 192 384 768 1536
Energy [J] 25707.6 22057.1 20737.9 19862.7 19969.8 22046.9 23389.7
Time [s] 98.92 87.80 84.23 82.17 83.67 92.86 99.42
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7 SUMMARY
This paper first presents the domain knowledge specification for the application structure, namely, the region and phase specifications. The speci-
fication of a user region enables to aggregate too fine granular regions for intra-phase tuning, ie, dynamism existing between rts's within the phase.
Thephase specification allows to explore inter-phase dynamism, ie, dynamismbetweenphases in addition to the intra-phase dynamismof the appli-
cation. Region identifiers are used to define specific characteristics of a computation and can be used to enhance the tuningmodel by distinguishing
morerts's. Input identifierscharacterizedifferent inputbehaviorsandenableDTAtogenerateaglobalmergedapplicationtuningmodel.TheDomain
Knowledge Specification Interface also enables the application expert to specify new tuning parameters via the ATP library. DTA then takes these
tuning parameters into account and creates amore extensive search space for energy tuning. This paper demonstrates a 2.2% dynamic energy sav-
ing using region identifiers for theMGbenchmark due to DTA being able to distinguishmore rts's than usual. Trends in the energy consumption for
twodifferent input identifiers specified byClassB andClassC for theBT-MZbenchmark are also discussed. Finally, the performance improvements
are assessedwith respect to energy consumption and runtime for ESPRESOby using different application tuning parameters such as precondition-
ers, iterative solver methods, and domain decompositions. For the preconditioner ATP, the Light Dirichlet preconditioner shows a 74.37% saving in
energy consumption with respect to other preconditioners. Similarly, using the ORTH_PCG_CP solver method and the 192 elements per domain,
the application expert saved 25.8% and 22.7% energy in comparison to the default (PCG) solver and 24 elements per domain, respectively.
8 CONCLUSIONS
As of today, the major challenge in HPC research is saving energy consumption for Exascale computing. This paper has given an overview of the
READEXproject, which is aiming at improving the energy efficiency ofHPC applications by a dynamic tuning approach. Furthermore, it emphasizes
that theuseof thedomain knowledge specification approach introduced in theREADEXmethodology in fact results in dynamic savings. This results
in an enhanced tuningmodel in addition to the auto-tuning approach in order to guide the dynamic switching of the tuning parameters. The applica-
tion owners can provide their expert knowledge about the application domain by specifying identifiers and application-level tuning parameters that
significantly increase the tuning potential. We present some preliminary results of different domain knowledge aspects and evaluate their impact
on the tuning process.
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